Race For Bastogne Errata

Exclusive Rules Errata
1.

On page 5. the blue shading is missing from the Snow
box for night 21 Dec. The weather for night of 21 Dec
is Snow as the text says.

2.

For the coloring of raised and sunken roads/railroads,
the map and terrain chart are correct in; Red highlighted roads and railroads are sunken and the yellow
highlighted ones are raised. On pages 7 and 8, the
exclusive rules have those reversed in the descriptive
text in the first paragraph of each section and the example graphic.

3.

On page 12, for the 0700 19 December random event,
paragraph number 2 refers to Siebert (hex 07.24); the
proper name is Sibret.

4.

On page 22, the night 19 Dec reinforcements should
be HQ, D - F/3/506.

5.

On page 24, the values for the 2. Panzer Division
should be: Dispatch Rating = 3, Command Rating = 5,
Start w/ 2 DPs and 5 CPs.

6.

On page 28, the notes for A/158 “May place minefields
w/in 1 hex of 23.20” applies to the row above for C/35
Eng and 2 Minefields and should be deleted for A/158
Eng. The notes for C/158 Eng and 2 Minefields should
include the note “May place minefields w/in 1 hex of
23.14”.

7.

On page 29, The 2 Panzer Division setup part that is
colored blue (for 5.-7.,IeIG8, Flak 8, etc) should instead be colored red for KG Cochen - as 2. and 3. Pz.
3 are colored in the row immediately below.

8.

On page 30, the 0700 19 Dec 755 FA reinforcement
should be part of the set-up in hexes 00.27, 05.27, or
10.27.

9.

On page 33, Setup for Fus Rgt 26 is given as on or
south of deployment area 22.23 to 27.20. It should be,
“On or south (w/in 2 hexes) of deployment area 08.13
to 12.18”. The diagrams on page 40 and 41 are correct.

14. On page 41, the purple area around 25.21 should be
labeled CCB, not tm O’Hara.
15. On page 3, the VASSAL module development was by
John Rainey, not Claudio Ciardelli.
16. On page 21, under the special scenario rules for scenario 1, COL Strickler is used instead of COL Fuller.
The first sentence should say: The Allied Player may
place American Leader, COL Strickler on any VIII
Corps / 28 ID unit (COL Fuller is not used). See clarification below.

Rules Clarification
1.

The leader for the 110th Rgt is COL Fuller, as indicated by the 110th Rgt on his label. If he is killed the replacement on the back of the counter is COL Seeley, a
previous 110th Regiment Commander who was in the
area and historically took over command. COL Strickler is the XO, as indicated on his label, and only used
in scenario 1 (COL Fuller is not used), as stated in the
scenario special rules or if using the optional rule O3.0,
the Battle of Wiltz. He is limited to the Wiltz map.

Counter Errata
1.

In the counter mix, Col Roberts should be labeled
CCB. Luckily, with the color coding, it is pretty minor
and should not affect play. These corrected counters
will be available in the STRIKE / COUNTER STRIKE:
4th Armored Division vs Panzer Lehr along the Saar
game.

2.

In the counter mix, the HQ Def 28 ID is a Zero-Step
unit and should not have an Assault value. Please disregard the Assault value on that unit. These corrected
counters will be available in the STRIKE / COUNTER
STRIKE: 4th Armored Division vs Panzer Lehr along
the Saar game.
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10. On page 33, Setup for Fus Rgt 39 is given as on or
south of deployment area 22.23 to 27.20. It should be,
“On or south (w/in 2 hexes) of deployment area 13.22
to 20.24”. The diagrams on page 40 and 41 are correct.
11. On page 33, Setup for PzGr 901 is given as within 1
hex of 37.21 and for the 9 PzGr 901 it is given as within 1 hex of 36.17. All the units for the PzGr 901 should
be setup “On or south (w/in 2 hexes) of deployment
area 22.23 to 27.20”. The diagrams on page 40 and 41
are correct.
12. On page 35, the starting Dispatch and Command ratings and points for the VIII Corps/28th Inf Div should
be Dispatch Rating = 2, Command Rating = 5, Start w/
1 DP and 5 CPs; the same as scenario 3.
13. On page 38, for Scenario 7 “Race for Bastogne,” on
the 0700 Dec 18 Turn, the color coding for 1. - 3. ,
GrW 4, Flak 4 of PrG 304 (5 Units) is incorrect. It
should be the deep blue for KG Holtmyer.
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